We study the compact routing problem in networks whose shortest path metrics are decomposable. Decomposable metrics are more general than doubling metrics, growth-bounded metrics, and metrics induced by graphs excluding K r,r as a minor. In this work, we present both name-dependent and name-independent constant stretch compact routing schemes for bounded decomposable metrics with polylogarithmic storage requirements at each node and polylogarithmic packet headers. Our work is the first to design compact routing schemes with constant stretch for networks as general as decomposable metrics.
INTRODUCTION
Decomposable metrics have been used as a fundamental tool in the design of randomized algorithms on metric spaces in recent years. An r-bounded δ-padded decomposition of a metric (X, d) is a distribution over X's partitions such that (i) for each random-generated partition, all of its clusters have radius no more than r; and (ii) the probability that the distance from any node x ∈ X to the "boundary" of the partition is no less than δr is no less than 1/2. We say a * This work was supported in part by NSF awards CCF-0830791 and CCF-0830704.
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A routing scheme is a distributed algorithm that deliver packets from any source to any destination node. Making the routing storage requirment scalable with the network size while minimizing the routing stretch is one of the fundamental trade-offs for routing scheme design, where the stretch is the maximum ratio of the routing path length to the shortest path length over all source destination pairs. We say a routing scheme is compact if its storage requirement at each node and for each packet header is polylogarithmic on the number of nodes. There are two variants of routing scheme design: (i) name-dependent (or labeled) routing and (ii) name-independent routing. Labeled routing allows the scheme designer to label the nodes with additional routing information. In name-independent routing, the scheme must use solely the (arbitrary) original naming.
In this paper, we present both labeled (name-dependent) and name-independent compact routing with polylogarithmic storage and constant stretch for networks with bounded decomposable metrics. Compact routing has been studied in various networks, such as growth-bounded networks [3] , power-law networks [4] , and doubling metrics [1, 9, 10] . It is known [7, 11] that a bound on the doubling dimension implies a bound on the padded decomposability. In [8, 12, 5] , it is shown that every metric space X induced by an edge-weighted graph excluding K r,r as a minor is O(r 2 )-decomposable. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the to provide randomized schemes for compact routing with constant stretch in networks as general as bounded decomposable metrics.
RANDOMIZED COMPACT ROUTING SCHEMES
Given an edge-weighted n-node Δ-diameter graph G = (V, E) whose shortest path metric is α-decomposable, we present (i) a 4α-stretch labeled routing scheme w.h.p.
1 with O(log Δ log 3 n/ log log n)-bit routing labels, O(log 2 n/ log log n)-bit packet headers, and O(log Δ log 3 n/ log log n)-bit routing tables of size; and (ii) a 22α-stretch name-independent rout-ing scheme w.h.p. with O(log Δ log 5 n/(loglog n) 2 )-bit routing labels, and o(log 2 n))-bit packet headers. Since G is α-decomposable, there are a bundle of 2 i -bounded 1/α-padded decompositions, ∀i ∈ [log(αΔ)]
2 . For each i ∈ [log αΔ], we randomly pick up log n partitions from the 2 i -bounded 1/α-padded decomposition. The key observation is that, for any source-destination pair (u, v) with d(u, v) ≤ 2 i /α, the probability that u and v are contained in the same cluster for one of the log n random 2 i -bounded partitions is no less than 1 − (1/2) log n = 1− 1/n. Thus with the help of local compact routing schemes at each cluster at each level, searching for the destination from lower to higher levels i ∈ [log αΔ] could result in constant stretch (depending on α) with high probability. In the following, we build upon this idea in our labeled and name-independent routing schemes.
Labeled Routing Scheme
Each cluster of all the log n random 2 i -bounded partitions, for each i ∈ [log αΔ], maintains a labeled routing scheme as in the following lemma on the shortest path tree of the cluster with its center as the root.
Lemma 2.1 ([6]) For every weighted tree T on n nodes, there exists a labeled routing scheme that, given any destination label, routes optimally on T from any source to the destination. The storage per node, the label size, and header size are O(log
2 n/ log log n) bits.
The label of a node consists of its local routing labels given by Lemma 2.1 for all clusters containing the node over all partitions and all levels. Thus it has O(log Δ log 3 n/ log log n) bits. Similarly, the total size of the routing table at each node is also O(log Δ log 3 n/ log log n) bits. The routing algorithm from u to v, ∀u, v ∈ V , is described as follows. Node u identifies the minimal i ∈ [log(αΔ)] such that u and v have the local labels from the same cluster of one of the log n random partitions P at level i. Then u uses the local tree labeled routing scheme on P to route to v by the local label of v.
Stretch Analysis.
Thus with probability (1 − 1/n), nodes u and v are in the same cluster of one of the log n partition, i.e. node u could route the message to v with cost 2 i+1 . Therefore, by 2 i−1 /α < d (u, v) , we have that the routing stretch is at most 4α w.h.p..
Name-independent Routing Scheme
Each cluster of all the log n random 2 i -bounded partitions, for each i ∈ [log αΔ], maintains a name-independent tree routing scheme as in the following lemma on the shortest path tree of the cluster with its center as the root. Since we pick up log n partitions, ∀i ∈ [log(αΔ)], the routing table at each node has size O(log Δ log 5 n/(loglog n) 2 ) bits. We now present the name-independent routing algorithm from any source node u to any destination v. For i from 0 to log(αΔ), node u repeatedly searches for the destination v using the single source name-indepement routing algorithm at the cluster containing u of one of the log n partitions at level i such that u is 2 i /α-padded in the partition, where the probability that such partition exists is 1 − 1/n.
Stretch Analysis.
Note that for each iteration i, the cost of an error report is d(u, c) + 4d(T ) + d(c, u) ≤ 6 · 2 i , where c is the center of the cluster with u and T is the shortest path tree rooted at c and spanning the cluster. For the last iteration where the destination is reached, the cost is d (u, c)+2d(c, v) (u, v) , and thus the routing stretch is at most 22α w.h.p.
